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Abstract: Pomegranate (Punica granatum L.) is one of the most healthful and popular fruits in the
world. The increasing demand for pomegranate has resulted in it being processed into different
food products and food supplements. Researchers over the years have shown interest in exploring
non-destructive techniques as alternative approaches for quality assessment of the harvest at the
on-farm point to the retail level. The approaches of non-destructive techniques are more efficient,
inexpensive, faster and yield more accurate results. This paper provides a comprehensive review
of recent applications of non-destructive technology for the quality evaluation of pomegranate
fruit. Future trends and challenges of using non-destructive techniques for quality evaluation are
highlighted in this review paper. Some of the highlighted techniques include computer vision,
imaging-based approaches, spectroscopy-based approaches, the electronic nose and the hyperspectral
imaging technique. Our findings show that most of the applications are focused on the grading of
pomegranate fruit using machine vision systems and the electronic nose. Measurements of total
soluble solids (TSS), titratable acidity (TA) and pH as well as other phytochemical quality attributes
have also been reported. Value-added products of pomegranate fruit such as fresh-cut and dried
arils, pomegranate juice and pomegranate seed oil have been non-destructively investigated for
their numerous quality attributes. This information is expected to be useful not only for those in the
grower/processing industries but also for other agro-food commodities.

Keywords: Punica granatum L.; non-destructive testing; machine vision systems; hyperspectral
imaging; quality attributes; infrared spectroscopy

1. Introduction

For most fruit and vegetables, the four attributes that distinctly indicate quality are:
color (appearance), flavor (taste, smell and aroma), texture and nutritional value [1–3]
These attributes affect consumer acceptance, consumption and the usage of fruits and
vegetables as well as their products [4]. In the last few decades, the improvement in
society’s standard of living has led to a significant increase in fruit consumption [5]. Some
of the most consumed fruits include apple, orange, kiwifruit, peach, grape, strawberry,
grape, jujube, banana, mango and pomegranate, among others.

Fruit quality control, inspection and sorting are essential to ensure adequate quality
and safety for fresh consumption and to earn a high return on investment [6–8]. A high-
quality product is still of utmost importance, especially for the export market [9].

Pomegranate fruit is one of the most important fruits of the world and is consumed
both as fresh and in processed form such as dried arils, juice, seed oil, etc. (Figure 1). It
is a fruit-bearing spherically-shaped deciduous shrub or small tree [10]. It is composed
of internal edible portions called arils, and each aril contains a seed that is surrounded
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by a translucent sac containing juice [11,12] and an outer hard thick covering called the
peel [10]. In the past decades, the demand for pomegranate fruit has increased due to its
nutritional and health benefits [13–15]. This global awareness has resulted in a considerable
increase in the commercial farming of pomegranate fruit [16,17]. Recently, pomegranate
fruit’s value-added produce has included its peels utilization as animal feed [18,19], as well
as rich antioxidant, metabolomic peel extract [20,21].

Figure 1. Pomegranate whole fruit and its different products—(a) whole fruit, (b) fresh-cut fruit,
(c) fresh aril, (d) dried aril, (e) seed oil, (f) juice.

Recent attention in food quality and safety have resulted in industry taking greater
responsibility in finding alternative technological approaches for estimating the fresh
quality of pomegranate fruit and its value-added produce [22–24].

Grading is one of the activities conducted in the industry to distinguish fruit quality.
It is usually performed based on weight, size and external rind appearance [25]. At present,
pomegranate fruit are sorted for external appearance based on just their thick rind [4,9].
However, the arils, which are delicate, can be damaged during handling and assuring their
quality is crucial [23]. On the other hand, pomegranate fruit sorting should be simple and
reliable [4,9]. Hence, fast and effective non-destructive methods have become urgently
needed for quality detection.

Non-destructive/non-invasive approaches are recent advances in the evaluation and
detection of the quality of horticultural fruit and their products [26–30]. Non-destructive
testing (NDT) provides quantitative and qualitative fruit quality data without destruction
of the sample [31]. Compared to traditional quality analysis methods, NDT allows analysis
of intact fresh fruit without cutting open or destroying the fruit, making it best suited for
online inspection.

Some of the widely used NDT techniques include: visible–infrared spectroscopy,
Raman spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, X-ray CT and spectral
imaging [32]. These techniques have been investigated for their potential as analytical tools
for the quality evaluation of different food samples. Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) and
machine vision systems (MVS) have been the most successful technologies in the past few
decades for the automatic quality inspection of fruits and vegetables [4]. Spectral imaging,
which involves hyperspectral and multispectral imaging, is a hybrid system that utilizes
imaging and spectral data for fruit quality analysis [22,23].

There are several published reviews that focus on the non-destructive quality mea-
surement of fruits such as mangos [31], citrus [33] and watermelon [34]. Particularly for
pomegranate fruit, several authors have written extensively on postharvest quality at-
tributes and the benefits of pomegranate and its products [11,15,35,36]. To the best of our
knowledge, no review has been published focusing on the non-destructive assessment of
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pomegranate fruit despite several applications of non-destructive assessment technologies
for the quality assessment of pomegranate fruit. Therefore, the objective of this review is to
evaluate recent technological advancements and applications of various non-destructive
methods for the measurement and prediction of the external and internal quality attributes
of pomegranate fruit and its products.

2. Quality Attributes of Pomegranate Fruit

The term “quality” can connote the subjective perception of different explicit param-
eters, which can be analyzed from different viewpoints [1,37,38]. Pomegranate fruit ma-
turity is perceived by its color, firmness, surface features (glossiness and shriveling) and
physicochemical qualities (TSS, TA, TSS/TA, pH) [3,13]. These attributes inform consumer
acceptance, consumption and usage of this fruit as well as its products [4,39,40]. Quality
assessment of pomegranate fruit evaluates a combination of appearance, taste, aroma and
textural properties. Consumers judge initial quality based on external properties such as
fruit mass, shape and skin appearance (color, free of cracks, sun scalds and bruises). Their
repeated purchase is based on organoleptic properties related to internal attributes; these
include total soluble solids (TSS), titratable acidity (TA), and flavor (sugar/acid ratio) and
phenolic content [13]. Fruit external features such as sunburn, cracks and splits, and other
mechanical damages such as bruises are also indices used to measure fruit quality and
marketability by industry and packhouse operators [41,42]. There are over 1000 different
pomegranate fruit cultivars with different internal and external quality attributes. These
quality attributes may also vary depending on the growing region, growing season, fruit
maturity status and cultivation practices [13,16]. Therefore, this section provides only a brief
overview of the quality attributes used for evaluating pomegranate fruit and its products.

2.1. External Quality Attributes of Pomegranate Fruit

Fruit physical properties and condition (aril volume and juice content) play a key role
in its commercialization (marketability, processing and profitability of the fruit). This is
because these attributes influence the quality of processed products from the fruit and
influence consumer behaviors on the consumption of fruits [13,16]. Color is one of the
most important quality attribute as it determines whether a fruit is considered fresh or
not [43]. To this end, color is one of the most widely measured product quality attributes
in the postharvest handling and food processing industries. The color of pomegranate
fruit is derived from its natural pigments. It changes over time as the fruit goes through
maturation and ripening. The color of the pomegranate fruit is measured using colorimeter
or Mansell color charts. For the colorimeter, color measurement is based on the CIE L*, a*
and b* values. The L*, a*, and b* and C* values define the color space on which human
color perception is based [44]. In defining these attributes, Pathare et al. [43] described the
L* value as representing lightness, the a* value representing redness (+a*) or greenness
(−a*), and the b* value representing yellowness (+b*) or blueness (−b*). Another index
derived from color includes glossiness. Studies show the loss of gloss to be undesired and
fruits with matt peel are rejected by consumers [6,8]. Consumer preference is towards fruit
with a deep red, glossy, smooth and slightly shiny surface appearance [45]. Typical values
for color attributes for pomegranate fruit at harvest maturity and its products are presented
in Table 1.

Textural properties help to indicate how pomegranate fruit should be handled [46].
Furthermore, the texture of pomegranate informs how the fruit responds to physiological
or pathological changes during maturation, ripening or storage [47]. Textural properties,
which include the firmness, hardness and toughness of the kernel, are indicators of fruit
resistance to bruise damage. Firmer pomegranate fruit and arils are reported to have low
membrane lipid catabolism and a stable shelf-life and are thus less likely to be bruised
during postharvest handling [46,48]. The typical firmness of pomegranate grown in South
Africa varies between 312.05 N and 390.60 N for whole fruit firmness, 75.53 and 83.76 N
(fresh aril) and 220.50 and 253.98 N (dried aril), as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of typical quality indicator values for intact pomegranate fruit and products.

Quality Attributes Cultivar Intact Fruit
Typical Values

References
Fresh Aril Dried Aril Seed Oil Juice

Weight (g) Bhagwa, Ruby 250.0–509.8 [39,49]
Shape index Bhagwa, Ruby 0.91–1.10 [39]
Volume (cm3) 220–300 [39]
Sphericity 1.02–1.08 [39]
Aril yield (%) 46.76–58.82 [39]
CIE colour coordinates (L*) Oman, Bhagwa, Ruby 44.15–46.51 25.00–30.88 20.54–33.62 [10,15,39,49]
(a*) 40.33–43.13 16.06–23.07 12.26–24.44 3.37–4.73
(b*) – 6.63–7.77 0.15–0.52
(C*) 48.35–53.39 15.75–17.82 12.84–29.83 3.38–4.77
(h◦) 30.61–33.07 23.85–25.81 12.00–27.10 3.12–3.30
Moisture (%) Oman, Bhagwa, Ruby 66.00–75.58
Total soluble solids (%) Ruby, Wonderful 28.9 17.5–22.2 50.1–77.3 [49,50]
TSS (◦Brix) 13.70–15.21 1.14–3.15 5.8–14.27
TA (%CA) 3.29–3.93
pH Bhagwa, Ruby, Wonderful 3.60–3.87 [15,49]
Anthocyanins (mg/100 g) Wonderful 9.73 [49]
TPC (mg/100 g) 7.03 ± 0.19
TSS/TA [49]
PV (meqO2/kg) Wonderful, Herskawitz, Acco 0.04–0.35 [51]
RI 1.5215–1.5218
AV 43.39–125.26 2.00–14.22
TOTOX 105.9 2.53–14.30
TCC (mg β-carotene/100 g) Wonderful, Herskawitz, Acco 19.25–22.26 [52]
TPC (mg GAE/g) 1.91–3.45 [50,52]
YI (25 ◦C) 75.53–83.76 65.47–91.52
Firmness (N) Shavel, Bhagwa, Ruby 101.33–154.63 67.44–99.20 [45,46]

AV = anisidine value, TOTOX = total oxidation value, RI = refractive, PV = peroxide value, TPC = total phenolic content, TCC, total carotenoids content, GAE = gallic acid equivalence,
YI, yellowness index, L*, lightness, a*, redness, b*, yellowness, C*, chroma, h◦, hue.
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2.2. Internal Quality Attributes of Pomegranate Fruit

The internal quality attributes of pomegranate fruit include the physicochemical,
vitamin C content, etc. [15]. These quality attributes range in value depending on different
factors [53]. Some of the significant amounts of bioactive compounds that constitute the
internal quality attributes of pomegranate fruit includes phenolic acids, flavonoids and
tannins. The internal fruit attributes indicate whether fruits can be processed or consumed
fresh. Indicators such as the total soluble solids (TSS) and titratable acidity (TA) of a fruit
are frequently used (Table 1). For instance, a high TSS and a low TA of a fruit means it can
be consumed while fresh. Moreover, the ratio of TSS to TA of a fruit defines its maturity
index (MI) [11,39].

2.3. Quality Attributes of Pomegranate Products

Minimally processed pomegranate arils are ready to eat and serve as an excellent
dietary source [17]. The appearance of fresh arils varies from white to deep red depending
upon the variety [17]. Fresh pomegranate arils have a short shelf-life of between 5 and 8
days [50]. Therefore, to extend their shelf-life, pomegranate arils are often processed into
dried arils (Figure 1).

Dried pomegranate arils are products of pomegranate fruit and often referred to as
“anardana” [54,55]. They are prepared by pretreating fresh pomegranate arils to a constant
temperature of 60 ± 2 ◦C [54,56] until they reach a moisture content of between 9.33 and
15.73% [57]. The dehydrated arils have a sugar content between 13.7 and 15.1 ◦Brix and
an acidic content ranging between 0.24 and 0.38%. Table 1 shows the different parameters
used to evaluate the quality attributes for dried pomegranate arils. One area of quality
lapse is the processing of immature and unripe fruits in the production of anardana,
which usually result in dried arils with poor color and quality. Typically, dried aril is
prepared with matured fruit [58]. The effects of processing techniques on dried aril have
been investigated [50]. In this study, the authors compared the hot-air and freeze-drying
methods to process dried aril. They recommended freeze-drying, which lowered the
degradation for parameters such as color, total phenolic content and total anthocyanin
content.

Pomegranate seed oil comprises 12–20% of the total seed weight [59]. The seed oil is
comprised of more than 80% conjugated octadecatrienoic fatty acids, with a high content
of punicic acid (9-cis, 11-trans, 13-cis, 18:3). The fatty acids comprise over 95% of the
oil, of which 99% is triacylglycerols [60]. Seed oil can yield oil ranging from 13.70 to
18.55% depending on the extraction method, solvent used and seed pretreatment [51,61].
Pomegranate seed oil is esteemed for its refractive index, yellowness index, peroxide value,
total carotenoids content and total phenolic content [59,61]. The literature suggests that
seed oil quality varies with respect to cultivar, fruit growing region and seed oil processing
techniques [61,62].

Pomegranate juice is another value-added by-product of pomegranate fruit. Juice yield
varies between 67.75 and 74.05 mL per 100 g arils depending on the cultivar, maturity stage
and growing location [40,63]. The juice contains 85.4% water, 10.6% total sugars, 1.4% pectin
and 0.2–1.0% polyphenols [12,60]. The reported quality indexes of the juice are different
due to differences in juice extraction methods, cultivar and fruit maturity [40,63,64].

3. Non-Destructive Methods for Quality Evaluation of Intact Pomegranate Fruit
3.1. Infrared (IR) Spectroscopy

Infrared technology employs the principle of interactions between matter that contains
molecular bonds with the electromagnetic radiation in the near- and mid-infrared range.
NIR and MIR spectroscopy cover an electromagnetic range of 12,500–4000 cm−1 or 800–
2500 nm (NIR) and 4000–400 cm−1 or 2500–25,000 nm (MIR), respectively [26,65]. In recent
years, the application of near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) in agricultural products has
been growing in terms of instrumentation and spectra analysis techniques to measure the
SSC, fruit firmness, pH and TA of fruits [29,66,67].
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3.1.1. Application on Intact Fruit

Pomegranate fruit quality attributes have been assessed non-destructively using the
NIRS by several researchers. Attributes such as TSS, TA and pH are most frequently
correlated with NIRS measurements and predicted with high accuracy [68,69]. Arendse
et al. [69] compared two NIRS acquisition modes to evaluate both the external and internal
quality of intact pomegranate fruit. This study evaluated the external attributes to include
fruit weight, firmness and color components (a*, chroma, hue angle), and internal attributes
such as TSS, pH, TA, sugar to acid ratio (TSS:TA), Brim A, total phenolics, total anthocyanin
and vitamin C. The authors reported good prediction statistics for both acquisition methods,
namely, emission head and integrating sphere. The emission head acquisition method was
observed to yield the best prediction for 9 quality attributes of the 13 analysed.

Khodabakhshian et al. [70] estimated maturity and several quality parameters of
the “Ashraf” variety of pomegranate fruit. Attributes including TSS, TA and pH were
assessed during four distinct maturity stages and a model was developed using partial
least squares regression. The authors applied several preprocessing methods and obtained
R2 values for prediction ranging from 0.73 to 9.2. Their results showed model performance
to improve with the preprocessing of data. The best performing model was obtained when
a combination of SNV, median filter, D1 and mean center was applied.

For whole pomegranate fruit, Arendse et al. [71] developed models for several color
components (a*, C*, h◦). The authors reported prediction statistics for a* (R2 = 0.90 and
RPD = 3.34), C* (R2 = 0.83 and RPD = 2.43) and h◦ (R2 = 0.83 and RPD = 2.50). Another inci-
dence of physiological disorder, prevalent in pomegranate fruit, is husk scald [71]. Arendse
et al. [69] applied the Fourier transform near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy technique to
evaluate biochemical markers associated with the development of husk scald. The authors
qualitatively discriminated between healthy and scalded fruit by classifying fruit into three
categories, namely, healthy, moderate scald and severe scald. Using orthogonal partial least
squares discriminant analysis (OPLS-DA), they achieved a classification accuracy of 100%
healthy, 92.6% moderate scald and 93% severe scald showing a high prediction model.

3.1.2. For Internal Quality Parameters

Infrared spectroscopy is one of the most used non-destructive techniques for pomegranate
quality assessment. It has found application in quality inspection, variety and specie dis-
crimination and even as quality control over disease infections. Particularly for pomegranate
fruit, it has been implemented coupled with chemometric analysis for varying fruit quality
indices [68,69], all showing different degrees of accuracies. (Table 2). Some of the param-
eters being measured include total soluble solids, pH, titratable acidity, Brim A, aril hue,
total phenolic concentration, total anthocyanin concentration, vitamin C concentration, aril
firmness and aril color components.

To evaluate pest infestation of pomegranate fruit by carob moth larvae, also known
as Ectomyelois ceratoniae, Jamshidi et al. [72] utilized visible/near-infrared (Vis/NIR)
spectroscopy as an optical non-destructive technique in combination with supervised and
unsupervised pattern recognition methods to detect the presence of carob moth larvae
in pomegranate fruit. PCA and PCA-DA models were developed by the authors with
the best PCA-DA model achieving a prediction accuracy of 90.6%. This study shows the
feasibility of Vis/NIR spectroscopy for the rapid screening of pomegranate fruit infested by
carob moth. In a similar study, SIMCA and PLS-DA were used to discriminate carob moth
infestation [73]. The authors achieved a prediction accuracy ranging from 86 to 90%. These
results show the potential of IR spectroscopy as a fast and efficient technique for internal
quality evaluation.

The maturity index was investigated using the attributes TSS, TA and pH for pomegranate
fruit [22]. In this study, the authors applied different preprocessing methods for the devel-
opment of PLS calibration and prediction models for the different quality parameters. The
results showed that the prediction of TSS (R2 = 0.92, RMSEP = 0.23 ◦Brix, RPD = 6.38) gave
the best model and was developed when standard normal variate (SNV), median filter
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and first derivative were used as preprocessing. A similar preprocessing combination also
yielded the best model for TA (R2 = 0.93, RMSEP = 0.26, RPD = 5.31). The prediction of pH
was best when SNV, median filter and second order derivative were used as preprocessing
techniques with R2 = 0.85, RMSEP = 0.064 and RPD = 4.94. This study shows that the
application of different preprocessing techniques affects the performance of the developed
models and further studies should focus on the application of several spectral preprocess-
ing techniques to non-destructively predict the maturity of pomegranate fruit. In a similar
study, reflectance and transmission modes’ spectral data were acquired in the range of
400–1100 nm to determine the TSS, TA and pH of pomegranate fruit [74]. The authors found
both spectral acquisition modes feasible for non-destructive application on pomegranate
fruit with the reflectance mode providing better accuracy for the measurement of TSS, pH
and firmness. Table 2 summarizes the application of NIRS for different quality evaluations.

3.1.3. Application on Processed Products

Increasing demand for pomegranate fruit has necessitated the processing of the intact
fruit into different value-added products. Some of these products include fresh and dried
aril [50,68], seed oil [51] and pomegranate juice [75]. The use of IR spectroscopy has
also been extended for the non-invasive evaluation of these different processed products.
It can been applied as a quality control measure for the authentication of pomegranate
juice concentrate [76]. The authors investigated the adulteration of pomegranate juice
concentrate (PJC) with grape juice concentrate (GJC). By applying partial least squares
(PLS) regression of the spectra, the authors obtained high accuracy in the prediction of the
GJC adulterant concentration in PJC with a correlation coefficient, R2, of 0.975. Further
analysis of PJC to predict % titratable acidity and total solids yielded a model with high R2

values of 0.9114 and 0.9916, respectively.

Table 2. Summary of application of Vis/NIR spectroscopy for intact pomegranate quality analysis.

Quality Attributes Prediction Statistics Data Analysis References

TSS
TA
pH

R2 = 0.960, RMSEP = 0.092 ◦Brix
R2 = 0.920, RMSEP = 0.19%
R2 = 0.920, RMSEP = 0.089

PLS, PCA
[70]

TSS
TA
pH

R2 = 0.920, RMSEP = 0.23 ◦Brix
R2 = 0.930, RMSEP = 0.26%
R2 = 0.800, RMSEP = 0.064

PLS, PCA
[22]

TSS
TA
pH
TAC
TPC
Brim A
TSS/TA
Hue angle
Vitamin C
Chroma
a*
Firmness (N)
Hue
Fruit Weight

R2 = 0.781, RMSEP = 0.28%
R2 = 0.768, RMSEP = 0.13%
R2 = 0.849, RMSEP = 0.06
R2 = 0.626, RMSEP = 0.09 g/L
R2 = 0.889, RMSEP = 0.11 g/L
R2 = 0.762, RMSEP = 0.39
R2 = 0.868, RMSEP = 0.74
R2 = 0.466, RMSEP = 1.67
R2 = 0.762, RMSEP = 0.09 g/L
R2 = 0.830, RMSEP = 2.15
R2 = 0.909, RMSEP = 1.61
R2 = 0.830, RMSEP = 7.45
R2 = 0.839, RMSEP = 1.67
R2 = 0.621, RMSEP = 0.013

PLS, PCA [75]

TSS
Firmness (N)
pH

R2 = 0.940, RMSEP = 0.21 ◦Brix
R2 = 0.940, RMSEP = 0.68
R2 = 0.860, RMSEP = 0.069

PLS, PCA
[74]

Ectomyelois ceratoniae infestation CA = 97.9% PCA-DA [72]

Presence of husk scald CA ≥ 92.6% OPLS-DA [71]

Carob moth infestation detection CA ≥ 86% PLS-DA [73]

TA, titratable acidity, TAC, total anthocyanins content, TPC, total phenolic content, TSS, total soluble solid, PCA,
principal component analysis, PLS, partial least squares, CA, classification accuracy, PLS-DA, partial least squares
discriminant analysis. a* represents redness (+a*) or greenness (−a*).
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In another study, Boggia et al. [77] developed a screening method based on ultraviolet
and visible (UV–Vis) regions spectroscopy combined with multivariate analysis to assess the
addition of water and other filler juice to pomegranate juice. In this study, 14 pomegranate
juices (PG), 27 grape juices, 11 apple juices (AP) and seven mix fruit juices containing
pomegranate juice were analysed and their absorption spectra in the range 190–1100 nm
were obtained using an Agilent 8453 spectrophotometer with a 1 nm resolution. Spectral
data from their study showed clear lines between the profiles of different juice samples
(Figure 2). The authors found that the first two PCs yielded 96.8% of total variance, which
explains a satisfactory separation among the different juice categories. The spectral region
around 250–300 nm had the greatest importance (loading value) on PC1. All the juices
containing pomegranate indicated high absorptions in this region, except for apple juices,
which showed weak absorptions.

A comparative study to analyse the performance of mid- and near-infrared spectrom-
eters for evaluating juice quality has been investigated [75]. Several quality attributes
including phytochemical and antioxidant were evaluated with all showing varying degrees
of success. The authors observed that the spectral acquisition modes (WineScan, MPA
and the Alpha-P instruments) impacted on the performance of the prediction models for
different attributes of the juice with the instruments in the mid-infrared region (WineScan
and the Alpha-P instruments) outperforming the MPA instrument in the near-infrared
region.

Pomegranate seed oil has also been investigated for its many quality attributes using
IR spectroscopy technique [78]. Fourier transform near-infrared (FT-NIR) and mid-infrared
(FT-MIR) spectroscopy were employed to predict the quality attributes of pomegranate seed
oil. The authors used partial least squares regression to construct prediction models. Their
study reported a good prediction model for total carotenoid content (TCC) R2 = 0.8045,
peroxide value (PV) R2 = 0.620 and refractive index (RI) R2 = 0.8092. Similar success was
recorded for application on dried pomegranate aril [10]. These results demonstrate the
potential of infrared spectroscopy combined with chemometric analysis to be used as a
useful technique for the rapid screening of pomegranate oil’s quality attributes.

In a study comparing three spectroscopic techniques, UV–visible spectroscopy
(200–800 nm), mid-infrared spectroscopy (4000–650 cm−1) and fluorescence spectroscopy
(300–800 nm), pomegranate seed oil was evaluated for free fatty acid values and fatty acid
profiles [79]. The authors also discriminated the adulteration of cold-pressed pomegranate
oil with sunflower oil and observed that the Mid-IR range provided the best results regard-
ing the discrimination of the mixing of cold-pressed PSO with sunflower oil.

For the assessment of the microbial quality of minimally processed pomegranate aril,
Adiani et al. [80] acquired FTIR data preprocessed in three different ways viz: the raw
FTIR spectrum, first derivative for the FTIR spectrum and peak integrated data of the
FTIR spectrum to develop a prediction model. The authors analyzed the total viable count
(TVC) and yeast and mold count (Y&M) and obtained R2 values of 0.909 for raw FTIR
spectral data, 0.619 for FTIR first derivative data and 0.830 for peak integrated data. The
results showed that PLS-R models performed the best for predicting microbial quality
when FTIR first derivative data were used, while ANN showed better model performance
when applied on raw FTIR spectral data during model development. When spectral data
preprocessed with peak integrated data were used, the developed models showed poor
performance for prediction in both ANN and PLS-R.

Arendse et al. [69] applied FT-NIR to develop a calibration model for freshly-extracted
pomegranate aril. In this study, the authors acquired NIR data using two pieces of spectral
equipment: the Multi-Purpose Analyzer (MPA) FT-NIR spectrometer and MATRIX-F
FT-NIR spectrometer (Bruker Optics, Ettlingen, Germany) with a wavelength range of
800–2500 nm. Quality attributes assessed included total soluble solids, titratable acidity,
pH, Brim A, aril firmness, total phenolic concentration, total anthocyanin concentration
and vitamin C concentration and several color attributes, with the model showing accurate
predictions for eight quality parameters. Recently, a similar study has been carried out on
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fresh pomegranate aril [70] and dried pomegranate [10]. Table 3 gives a summary of the
different applications for the evaluation of different products of pomegranate fruit. NIR
spectroscopy is the most frequently used technique and is commercially available [26].

Table 3. Summary of application of Vis/NIR spectroscopy for processed pomegranate product quality
analysis.

Products Quality Attributes Prediction Statistics Data Analysis References

Fresh aril

TSS
TA
pH
TAC
TPC
Brim A
Firmness
TSS/TA
Hue angle
Vitamin C
Chroma
a*

R2 = 0.875, RMSEP = 0.30%
R2 = 0.855, RMSEP = 0.10%
R2 = 0.851, RMSEP = 0.10
R2 = 0.705, RMSEP = 0.13 g/L
R2 = 0.864, RMSEP = 0.11 g/L
R2 = 0.834, RMSEP = 0.43
R2 = 0.684, RMSEP = 6.71 N
R2 = 0.822, RMSEP = 1.03
R2 = 0.885, RMSEP = 4.19
R2 = 0.848, RMSEP = 0.09 g/L
R2 = 0.783, RMSEP = 2.31
R2 = 0.735, RMSEP = 1.67

PLS, PCA [68]

Minimally processed
aril

TVC
Y&M

R2 = 0.909, SEP = 0.914
R2 = 0.929, SEP = 0.777

ANN
PLS-R [80]

Dried aril

TA
TSS/TA
pH
a*
Chroma

R2 = 0.850, RMSEP = 0.041
R2 = 0.756, RMSEP = 1.951
R2 = 0.863, RMSEP = 0.131
R2 = 0.720, RMSEP = 1.815
R2 = 0.703, RMSEP = 1.986

PLS, SVM [10]

PJ

TSS
TA
pH
TAC
TPC
Brim A
TSS/TA
Hue angle
Vitamin C
Chroma
a*

R2 = 0.923, RMSEP = 0.31%
R2 = 0.862, RMSEP = 0.11%
R2 = 0.670, RMSEP = 0.17
R2 = 0.663, RMSEP = 0.19 g/L
R2 = 0.591, RMSEP = 0.18 g/L
R2 = 0.906, RMSEP = 0.40
R2 = 0.768, RMSEP = 1.00
R2 = 0.466, RMSEP = 1.67
R2 = 0.709, RMSEP = 0.11 g/L
R2 = 0.832, RMSEP = 3.81
R2 = 0.816, RMSEP = 3.78

PLS, PCA [75]

Aril
TSS
TA
pH

R2= 0.92, RMSEP= 0.23 ◦Brix
R2 = 0.93, RMSEP = 0.26%
R2 = 0.85, RMSEP = 0.064

PLS [22]

PJ
Adulteration
TA
TSS

R2 = 0.975
R2 = 0.911
R2 = 0.991

PCA, PLS [76]

PSO
TCC
PV
RI

R2 = 0.8045
R2 = 0.620
R2 = 0.8092

PLS-R [10]

PSO Adulteration
detection CA ≥ 88% OPLS-DA [79]

a*, represents redness (+a*) or greenness (−a*), PV, Peroxide value, PSO, pomegranate seed oil, PJ, pomegranate
juice, OPLS-DA, orthogonal partial least squares discriminant analysis, PLS-R, partial least squares regression,
ANN, artificial neural networks, RI, refractive index, TA, titratable acidity, TCC, total carotenoid content, TVC,
total viable count, Y&M, yeast and mold count.
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Figure 2. Spectral profile of different fruit juice samples analysed using a UV–VIS spectroscopy-based
method. Red lines for authentic lab-prepared pomegranate juices (PA), ginger lines for commercial
pomegranate juices, blue line for commercial grape juices and green lines for commercial apple juices.
Adopted from Boggia et al. [77]. A is for absorbance.

3.2. Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is another non-destructive technique used for the quality anal-
ysis of fruits and vegetables [81]. This technique, named after an Indian physicist, Sir
Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman (1888–1970), was developed based on the phenomena
of inelastic scattering of light. The technique is based on the fact that inelastic collision
occurs between an incident photon and a molecule of the sample when samples are irradi-
ated [82]. The concept and principle of Raman and its theoretical basis have been discussed
in detail by many researchers. Raman spectroscopy has several advantages in food analysis
compared with other techniques [29,81,83].

It has also frequently been applied in fresh fruit and vegetable quality analysis [31,84].
Khodabakhshian [74] applied the modified polynomial, self-modelling mixture analysis
(SMA) and spectral information divergence (SID) preprocessing techniques, combined with
PLS regression, to develop tannin content prediction models. The prediction accuracies of
models predicting the tannin content in the three parts of pomegranate fruit: the rind, aril
and white spongy tissue have R2 values of 0.960, 0.925 and 0.922, respectively.

More recently, a pattern recognition-based Raman spectroscopy technique was in-
vestigated for the non-destructive quality assessment of pomegranates [85]. The authors
used both supervised and unsupervised pattern recognition methods and distinguished
different maturity stages of the pomegranate variety “Ashraf”. The partial least squares
discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) and soft independent modelling of class analogy (SIMCA)
were compared, showing prediction accuracies of 95% and 82%, respectively. The authors
further considered two stages of maturity (“immature” and “mature”). The SIMCA based
on PCA modelling was able to completely categorize the samples in two classes: immature
or mature, with a classification accuracy of 100%. Figure 3a provides images of the inner
pomegranate fruit at different maturity stages. Spectral profiles of the Raman shift for the
different development stages are also shown in Figure 3b.
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Figure 3. (a). Fruit samples and arils of pomegranate (Ashraf cultivar) at different maturity stages.
Immature stage (88 days after full bloom (DAFB), half-ripe stage (109 DAFB), fairly half-ripe stage
(124 DAFB) and fully ripe stage (143 DAFB). Adapted from [85]. (b). A Raman spectra profile of four
different maturity stages of intact pomegranate fruit at different maturity stages. Stage 1 (88), stage 2
(109), stage 3 (124) and stage 4 (143) (DAFB). Adopted from [85].
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4. Imaging-Based Non-Destructive Techniques for Evaluating Pomegranate Quality
4.1. Machine Vision Systems (MVS)

Machine vision has been extensively used in agriculture over the last few decades [86].
Part of the reasons for this is the advances in the arena of digital imaging and data pro-
cessing techniques that encourage intelligent control methods. In the agricultural industry,
quality evaluations based on visual appearance such as color attributes are subjective.
Hence, machine vision systems play an important role in the field of automated preharvest
and postharvest applications. Machine vision is widely applied for the sorting and grading
of agricultural, horticultural and food products [25,86]. Evolving technologies in machine
learning, big data acquisition, big data processing, internet of things and analytics have
ushered in the concept of Industry 4.0 [87]. Machine vision in combination with machine
learning has been applied to address different quality control problems in the field of
agriculture [88] and the pomegranate industry [25,89].

4.1.1. Application on Intact Fruit

Fashi et al. [90] applied the machine vision technique to measure the pH of pomegranate
fruit of the Qom cultivar. In their study, images of 200 fruit were acquired and analysed
using three different image processing algorithms. In total, the authors investigated 10 dif-
ferent color channels of which the image corresponding to six of these channels are shown
in Figure 4. Fourteen selected inputs were fed into the model along with the values for
pomegranate pH, as the model was developed for sensitivity analysis. The result showed
the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), and ANN-based models achieved a
regression coefficient (R2) value greater than 0.980, while the response surface methodology
(RSM)-based model achieved an R2 value of 0.754.

Figure 4. Different color images of pomegranate fruit using machine vision systems for quality
grading. The color channels are described as (a): RGB, (b): gray scale, (c): CMY, (d): HSV, (e): YCbCr
and (f): YUV. Adapted from [90].
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Different two-dimensional linear discriminant analysis approaches were explored for
machine vision techniques in pomegranate fruit grading [91]. In this study, four different
linear discriminant analysis methods were compared: a traditional two-dimensional linear
discriminant analysis (2DLDA), a fractional two-dimensional linear discriminant analysis
(FLDA), a fuzzy two-dimensional linear discriminant analysis (F2DLDA) and a fractional
fuzzy two-dimensional linear discriminant analysis (FF2DLDA). The authors used a digital
camera (EOS 550D, Canon Inc., Tokyo, Japan) to capture high-quality pomegranate images
of size 3456 × 2304 pixels and a resolution of 0.03 mm/pixel. They found that of the
four algorithms investigated, the FF2DLDA gave the best classification accuracy (97%) for
grading pomegranate color. This study confirmed the importance of image data analysis
techniques on model prediction efficiency and accuracy.

A similar result was reported by Kumar et al. [89] in the development of an ANN-based
classification model for pomegranate fruit sorting application. The authors used spatial
domain features and wavelet feature techniques for image features extraction. The results
showed the superior classification performance of wavelet features (91.3%) compared to
spatial domain features (77.46%). Their study revealed good accuracy, thereby showing
the potential of machine vision systems in the grading and sorting of pomegranate fruit
non-destructively. In another study, images of 1800 pomegranates were acquired using
a closed metal compartment, and a total of 134 features were extracted and used to train
an ANN-based classification model in pomegranate fruit grading application [25]. The
authors implemented image segmentation and histogram equalization followed by wavelet
denoising steps for the preprocessing of the image data. The study reported a classification
accuracy of 97.83%.

4.1.2. Application on Processed Products

MVS have also been used in the evaluation of pomegranate arils’ quality analysis. For
instance, Blasco. [92] established a prototype capable of correctly separating arils travelling
at a speed of 1 m s−1 and which were separated by a distance of at least 20 mm. This system
accurately discriminated aril membranes from the arils. However, the system required
human intervention to differentiate between the different categories of the arils. Blasco
et al. [93] further investigated the feasibility of two different image segmentation methods
for the automatic sorting of pomegranate (Punica granatum) arils. One of the methods
uses a threshold on the R/G ratio and the other takes a more complex approach based on
Bayesian linear discriminant analysis (LDA) in the RGB space. Both methods offered an
average classification accuracy of 90%. The authors were able to successfully implement a
prototype system for the inspection and sorting of arils, which could handle a maximum
throughput of 75 kg/h.

In a different study, Fashi et al. [94] classified pomegranate arils into three categories
according to three different indexes of healthiness, redness and size) using MVS. Four
features were extracted and used to train, test and validate adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference
system (ANFIS), response surface methodology (RSM) and artificial neural network (ANN)
models. The authors found the ANN model performed best (with 98% classification
accuracy) for grading pomegranate aril based on color and aril size. Results for the other
two models showed classification accuracies of 95.5% (ANFIS) and 75.5% (RSM). Table 4
provides a summary of the application of MVS for the quality assessment of pomegranate
fruit and arils.

Machine intelligence, which helps to eliminate the bias of subjective manual sorting,
has had a tremendous impact on pomegranate fruit quality analysis [1]. Grading is one
quality category that is performed based on weight, size and external rind appearance.
Studies have shown that disease, pests and infestation can also be detected using MVS [1],
though this is quite a difficult task considering the variation in diseases or defect types and
how they manifest on fruits [86]. Using appropriate image preprocessing and color space
conversion, region of interest segmentation and analysis of flaws, diseases and defects can
be accurately detected.
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The machine vision system for quality inspection is made up of four basic components:
acquisition, segmentation, feature extraction and classification [86]. Camera quality for
image capturing and data storage has witnessed huge improvements in recent times.
Recently, interest has grown in the direction of multiple sensing techniques [95]. A typical
image processing flow chart for defect detection was proposed by Pandey et al. [1] (Figure 5).
The technique identified three infection severity classes: worst (infection covered over 75%
of the surface), average (30–75%) and good (less than 30%). MVS has also found application
in the on-tree counting of pomegranate fruit [96–98].

The downside of the digital image system for food quality application is its limitation
in capturing or detecting internal defects or internal quality [4]. To this end, in most
packhouses, pomegranate product classification is not based on internal quality [4]. This has
necessitated the need to find other effective techniques for the internal quality assessment
of pomegranate fruits [23,69].

Figure 5. Flow chart of disease detection algorithm using color space conversion method.
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Table 4. Summary of application of different non-destructive assessment for pomegranate quality
attributes.

Technique Application Data Analysis Accuracy References

X-ray Volume estimation STA [99]

MVS Grading 2DLDA, FLDA, F2DLDA,
FF2DLDA 97% [91]

MVS Grading ANN 97.83% [25]

MVS Grading ANN 77.46–91.3% [89]

NMR Black heart PLS-DA 92% [100]

E-nose system Fungal disease LDA, BPNN and SVM 100% [101]

MVS Disease - 79.73% [1]

Raman spectroscopy Tannin changes PLS R2 = 0.9603 [74]

MVS Aril color and size ANN, ANFIS, RSM 75.5–98% [94]

E-nose Fruit ripening PCA, LDA 95.20% [102]

MVS pH ANFIS, RSM, ANN R2 = 0.984, MSE = 0.202 [90]

Raman Maturity indexing PLS-DA, SIMCA and
PCA 95% [85]

X-Ray Disease detection - t value = 0.469 with a
95% loss [103]

MVS Industrial grading of
fresh aril

LDA, threshold on the
R/G ratio 83.3–100% [93]

MVS Preharvest yield
estimation

adaptive threshold
algorithm ER = 91% [96]

MVS On-tree fruit recognition RGB, HSV and YCC
colour space analysis 100% [97]

MVS Yield estimation CHT, K-Means
Clustering R2 = 0.7652 [98]

MSV Physicochemical
attributes PCA, PLS-R [23]

HSI Maturity indexing PLS-DA 95.0%, [23]

MSI TSS, TA and pH PLS, MLR R2 ≥ 0.88, RPD ≥ 5.01 [22]

CHT, Circular Hough Transform, ER, error rate, LOS, level of significance, MSI, multispectral imaging, PLS, partial
least squares, MLR, multiple linear regression, TSS, total soluble solids, TA, titratable acidity.

4.2. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

The basic principles of NMR spectroscopy are developed on the scientific fact that
most elements have at least one isotope and are therefore magnetic. It was first successfully
applied for measurement by Bloch and Purcell, for which they were jointly awarded the
Nobel prize in Physics in 1952 [104,105]. For example, 1H, 13C and 31P have a magnetic
moment and can absorb resonance energy when placed in a strong magnetic field [106].
Several studies have shown that NMR and MRI can be used to measure and quantify
several physical and chemical properties of pomegranate fruit [9,100].

In a study using MRI, Khoshroo et al. [9] successfully classified pomegranate cv.
Malas-e-Torsh fruits into semi-ripe, ripe and overripe classes and detected internal defects.
The authors applied the gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) and pixel run-length
matrix (PRLM) features. Classification and internal defect identification accuracies were
higher with GLCM features. Interestingly, combining seven GLCM and four PRLM features
resulted in a classification accuracy of 98.33%, and the lowest type I and II errors confirmed
the potential of MRI as a powerful tool in pomegranate fruit quality analysis.
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In order to determine the presence of black heart disease on pomegranate fruit, Zhang
and McCarthy [100] applied proton NMR relaxometry to investigate the water T2 relaxation
distribution in infected and healthy pomegranate fruit and to obtain information that
indicates tissue damage. Partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) of the MR
image provided a model with 92% accuracy in detecting the presence of black heart in
pomegranate fruit. This study also highlighted the significant change in the T2 relaxation
distribution in arils after infection, which indicate that the T2 relaxation time is a good
indicator of black heart in pomegranate. In another study, Zhang et al. [100] measured
the TSS, TA and pH of pomegranate fruit based on partial least squares (PLS) analysis of
acquired MR images of the fruit. This approach correlates with the destructively-obtained
reference data with corresponding MR imaging. The MR image-based PLS predictive
model achieved R2 values of 0.54, 0.6 and 0.63 for TA, pH and TSS levels, respectively.

4.3. X-ray Computed Tomography

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is a non-destructive technique that reconstructs
2-dimensional images into 3-dimensional models for quantification and characterization of
horticultural produce. CT offers considerable advantages over other imaging techniques
since it provides a large field of view [32,107,108]. This ensures a whole sample surface can
be scanned without preparation [109,110]. X-ray CT is mostly applied in two ways in the
food industry: for the inspection of foreign bodies in food products for quality control and
secondly to irradiate food (a process that destroys bacteria). One distinct feature of X-ray
CT is that it measures variation in the material density of the sample. This is based on the
attenuation of X-ray that depends on the density of the irradiated object [107,108].

The application of X-ray CT for the characterization and quantification of pomegranate
is summarized in Table 5. In a study that quantified the various parts of the fruit, Magwaza
and Opara [111] employed the X-ray CT imaging technique. This technique assesses
and quantifies the distribution of edible (arils) and non-edible (albedo) parts of the fruit
non-destructively. The authors developed linear regression models with high accuracy
(R2 values of 0.83 and 0.89, respectively, to predict volumes of albedo (external skin plus
internal soft tissue) and arils). Another study employed a soft X-ray technique for the
non-destructive quality analysis of pomegranate fruit [103]. The authors analysed the
acquired images using the image processing toolbox, MATLAB (Figure 6), and were able to
measure the exact area the defects were based in.

Figure 6. The image processing and the defect identification algorithm flowchart for soft X-ray
application in detection of defect in pomegranate fruit. Adapted from [103].
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Table 5. Comparison of conventional machine vision (CMVS), near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS),
multispectral imaging (MSI) and hyperspectral imaging (HSI).

Feature CMVS Spectroscopy HSI MSI

Detect small sized sample YES NO YES YES

Flexibility of spectral extraction NO NO YES YES

Generation of quality attributes distribution NO NO YES Limited

Multi-constituent information NO YES YES Limited

Spectral information NO YES YES YES

Spatial information YES NO YES YES

In a similar study, Arendse et al. [112] investigated a sample of twenty-three pomegranate
fruits by the X-ray CT technique. Sizes of physical attributes including length, diameter and
peel thickness were estimated. Their result showed that the average fruit length, diameter,
radius and peel thickness were 76.67 ± 2.93 mm, 86.82 ± 3.34 mm, 44.19 ± 2.93 mm and
4.67 ± 0.60 mm, respectively. A plot of reference measurements against X-ray CT values
shows R2 values for the volume of peel, arils, kernels, juice content, air space and single
arils of 0.97, 0.84, 0.90, 0.87, 0.82 and 0.80, respectively.

Moreover, the juice content, volume of the peel and density of the intact pomegranate
fruit were estimated using X-ray CT technique [113,114]. In fact, the application of X-ray
CT is diverse in the food industry (Schoeman et al., 2016) for the identification and quantifi-
cation of the internal structures of fruit [99,111,114], and to detect bruise damage [115].

4.4. Hyperspectral and Multispectral Imaging

Multispectral imaging (MSI) and hyperspectral imaging (HIS) techniques are recently
advancing techniques used to acquire the spatial distribution of the physical and chemical
quantities for objective fruit quality analysis [7,116]. The MSI and HSI are similar techniques.
The main difference is the number of bands and how narrow the bands are. Multispectral
imagery generally refers to 3 to 10 bands [117,118] and hyperspectral imaging could have
hundreds or thousands of bands. Having a higher level of spectral detail, HSI gives
better capability to see the unseen. However, the acquisition, processing and analysis of
hyperspectral data are considerably challenging [118]. The comparative differences of
conventional machine vision (CMVS), near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), multispectral
imaging (MSI) and hyperspectral imaging (HSI) are summarized in Table 5.

A typical HSI system usually consists of a detector, illumination source, spectrograph
and a power supply unit [119]. A set up of the image acquisition and the subsequent image
processing workflow is shown in Figure 7.

Several authors have reviewed the application of HSI/MSI for food quality eval-
uation [29,117,120,121]. The use of HSI and MSI for the non-destructive assessment of
pomegranate fruit quality is quite limited in the literature as compared to Vis/NIRS. Khod-
abakhshian et al. [22] applied MSI within the wavelength range of 200–1100 nm for the
online quality assessment of pomegranate fruit. The authors developed regression models
using both partial least squares (PLS) and multiple linear regression (MLR) methods for
the TSS, TA and pH of pomegranate fruit. The performances of the developed MLR-based
prediction model was: for TSS (R2 = 0.97, RMSEP = 0.22 ◦Brix, RPD = 5.77), pH (R2 = 0.94,
RMSEP = 0.038, RPD = 4.98) and TA (R2 = 0.92, RMSEP = 0.26, RPD = 5.22). Munera
et al. [23] compared the capability of both the machine vision techniques and hyperspectral
imaging to predict the physicochemical properties and maturity stages of “Mollar de Elche”
pomegranate fruit (intact and fresh-cut aril). The authors applied PLS regression to develop
models for discriminating different maturity stages. They reported classification accuracies
of 95% for intact fruit and 100% for arils with the HSI system and 84.3% for intact fruit and
85.7% for arils with MVS. These findings demonstrate the superior performance of the HSI
system compared to MVS.
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Figure 7. Schematics illustrating the configuration of a hyperspectral system.

5. Electronic Nose (E-Nose)

The electronic nose (e-nose) is another non-destructive technique that has been applied
for the quality analysis of fruit. The e-nose is designed to simulate the human sense (smell)
in identifying and realizing the complex aromas of fruits by employing a chemical sensors
array [102]. The typical e-nose set up comprises of data acquisition, an array of metal oxide
semiconductor (MOS) sensors, gas sensors and a power supply unit. Figure 8 illustrates
the setup of a typical e-nose system.

Figure 8. Illustration of a typical data acquisition setup for an e-nose system application. Adapted
from [102]. V1-V3 represent electrovalves as clearly shown by arrow to V2.

In a research study, Sanaeifar et al. [102] applied a low-cost e-nose system based on
six MOS sensors for the non-destructive recognition of different pomegranate varieties
viz: “Ferdows”, “Rabab” and “Saveh”. The authors applied principal component analysis
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(PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) techniques and achieved a classification
accuracy of 95.2%. E-nose has also been applied for the detection of diseases [101]. The
authors compared three different data analysis methods: LDA, the back propagation neural
network (BPNN) and the support vector machine (SVM). Their result showed BPNN to
have the highest accuracy of 100% in the detection of 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100% infected fruit.

6. Challenges of Non-Destructive Measurement for Pomegranate Fruit

The different non-destructive testing (NDT) approaches for the quality assessment of
pomegranate fruits are characterized by different challenges. One area of challenge with
the application of NIRS, which is the most widely used approach for quality evaluation, is
its acquisition setup. Several studies have demonstrated the importance of the mode of
acquisition of spectral data on the accuracy of predictive models [122].

The MVS technique carries great potential as a fruit quality inspection tool; however, it
is limited in its inability to detect internal defects and internal qualities [4]. It is ineffective
for inline packhouse operations as it tends to miss internal defects. MVS is effective for
grading (which is mostly based on size, weight and color). Additionally, spectral data have
been shown to perform better than image (spatial) data for the analysis of pomegranate
fruit [23]. Moreover, illumination has a crucial role in determining the effectiveness of
imaging techniques. An adaptive threshold value is proposed during image processing
analysis to counter the influence of illumination. There is also the case of cross-polarization
during the image acquisition of fruit samples. Researchers have been able to reduce
this effect by placing polarizing filters as shields in front of the lamps as well as camera
lenses [91]. This approach helps to minimize the problem of bright spots and specular
reflection when imaging pomegranate fruit.

The X-ray CT system usually requires high voltages to generate two-dimensional (2D)
radioscopic fruit images. The typical voltage requirement ranges from 100 kV to 45 kV
voltage [103,115]. Such lengthy exposure time as well as the effect of radiation has sparked
some health concerns regarding the use of X-ray CT [113]. Another major challenge with
the X-ray CT technique is the acquisition time. Arendse et al. [114] reported a total scanning
time of one hour for each sample showing the very slow image acquisition characteristics of
this technique. This problem renders this technique undesirable for automated and online
grading applications. Future improvements in computing time and image acquisition
would greatly improve the X-ray system as a real-time/online quality evaluation technique.
Very limited research investigations of the electronic nose exhibiting the possibility for
accessing pomegranate fruit quality have been implemented, and further studies should
be aimed at utilizing the capability of the e-nose technique for other quality attributes’
evaluation.

Hyperspectral images with their spatial and spectral dimensions are usually large sets
of information. To this end, data storage and analysis capabilities are frequent limitations
of using hyperspectral data. Hence, image data size and dimensionality reduction are very
important in HS image applications. By implementing dimensionality reduction, redun-
dant information can be eliminated. This process considerably simplifies the subsequent
processes of classification model development. The PLS, PCA and ANN methods are
frequently used to perform dimensionality reduction [7,123,124].

7. Conclusions and Prospects

This review has reported the application of different non-destructive techniques for
the evaluation of intact pomegranate fruit and its products. The application of infrared
spectroscopy has been shown to predict the internal quality attributes such as soluble solid
content, acidity, its ratio and vitamin C content as well as firmness. Evaluation of external
attributes such as the presence of husk scald, carob moth larvae infestation and adulteration
have also been implemented and accomplished for pomegranate fruit. Most of the imaging
techniques focus on the evaluation of external parameters ranging from fruit color, size and
appearance.
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It is recommended that future research in imaging techniques should focus on improv-
ing their data acquisition speed and reducing the large data size to successfully develop
a non-destructive pomegranate fruit quality evaluation system rather than separate tech-
niques to evaluate the various quality parameters. Findings from this review show that
very little has been achieved in investigating the feasibility of HSI and MSI for pomegranate
quality analysis. Hyperspectral images with their spatial and spectral dimensions are
usually large sets of information. To this end, data storage and analysis capabilities are
frequent limitations of using hyperspectral data. Hence, image data size and dimensionality
reduction are very important in HS image applications. By implementing dimensionality re-
duction, redundant information can be eliminated. This process considerably simplifies the
subsequent processes of classification model development. Future research must explore
the potential of this technique for a holistic quality analysis assessment of pomegranate
fruits. The non-destructive techniques reviewed in this paper show the capabilities, benefits,
applications and the evaluation of pomegranate fruit’s quality attributes.
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